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Johnny Crawford

By Jeff Schultz

So it turns out that Larry Drew is more than just a candidate for the Milwaukee Bucks head coaching job. He is one of the
final three candidates, all of whom will get second interviews this week.  The other two, according to the Milwaukee Journal
Sentinel, are Los Angeles Lakers assistant Steve Clifford and Houston assistant Kelvin Sampson.

UPDATE: Clifford has reached an agreement to become the Charlotte Bobcats' head coach, which means the
Milwaukee job is down to either Drew or Sampson. Here's a link to the Clifford deal.

This creates an interesting situation for Hawks general manager Danny Ferry, who, all window dressing comments aside, is
on a mission to see if he can find somebody better than Drew (who is under contract through June). Ferry made the unusual
decision to talk to other candidates about the Hawks' job: former Orlando and Miami coach Stan Van Gundy, San Antonio
assistant Mike Budenholzer, former Portland and Seattle coach Nate McMillan, European coach Ettore Messina, among
others.

The trade off: He allowed Drew to do the same. Drew admitted, "I don't like the odds of being kept," so he interviewed with
the Bucks and planned to pursue other vacancies.

So what happens if Drew gets an offer from the Bucks? His second interview is Wednesday. Ferry hasn't hired a coach yet.
Budenholzer has been one of the favorites from the outset and it's conceivable the Hawks are just waiting until after the
Spurs' playoff run to make an announcement. It's also possible Ferry is waiting to interview Indiana assistant Brian Shaw,
whom the Pacers are not allowing teams to talk to until after the postseason.

Or, maybe there is some secret candidate that nobody knows about. Or, maybe Ferry just hasn't made up his mind yet and
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really is considering bringing back Drew.

But if Drew gets an offer, it will force Ferry to make a decision about his incumbent head coach. And that would make what
has been a strange process even stranger.
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Posted by BiffPocoroba at 10:36 a.m. May. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

Paul Hewitt has taken his name out of the mix. He is still waiting for the Knicks job.

Posted by pride at 11:13 a.m. May. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

Drew bet on Josh Smith and lost. Happy trails. Ferry has planned for some time and has known who he wants for coach. My
bet is Budenholzer as the next piece in replicating the Spurs success.
The Falcons have done nicely following in the Patriots footsteps. Coping success works.

Posted by maconexpress at 11:33 a.m. May. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

Resigning LD would be the smartest thing to do. Also I would try to sign CP, DH and SM.....I think this will give LD enough
weapons to take down the Heat.

If CP and DH stays with their current ball club I would try to sign Al Jefferson, Shawn Marion and trade up for CJ McCollum....I
think this will also will give the hawks enough weapons to take down the Heat. I like Pope but the hawks need a pg who can
facilitate.

Posted by kirkinga at 12:00 p.m. May. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

If the plan is to replicate the success of the Spurs with Budenholzer the choice for coach, then the plan will fail. The so-called
"San Antonio Model" will not work without Tim Duncan and/or a David Robinson. 

With the hiring of Ferry, the Hawks brought to close an attempt to recreate the "Detroit Model". Turns out you need those
players and coaches in order for it to work. Ask Joe Dumars about that as he has gone from genius to soon-to-be-fired in a
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very short time.

Better for Ferry to build the team the old fashioned way with strong inside play, strong point guard, shooters, and role
players. Use that old blueprint to create an Atlanta Hawks Model instead of trying to be someone else.

Posted by Rick_James at 12:33 p.m. May. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

If Larry Drew had coached the Bucks last few years and were in the same situation he would be at the top of Danny Ferry's
list.The Hawks obviously didnt learn a lesson with Mike Woodson and that will work in Drew's favor.Ferry has to put his
stamp on this team by hiring his own coach and Larry has been around the NBA long enough to know this.This is change for
the sake of change and I hope it backfires.Best of luck to Larry who at this point should be done with the Hawks.This has
been very tacky.

Posted by seminoleking at 1:03 p.m. May. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

again, i get the distinct feeling that the BIGGEST move of danny ferry's tenure, looking back, will be getting rid of the joe
johnson contract........lol he can play genious for at least TWO years just off making that move. THEN, it will sink in that
without PLAYERS, the hawks are NEVER going anywhere...lol

Posted by afx at 1:15 p.m. May. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

the best coach in NBA Pop. by own admission could coach in high school if not Dunkin and Parker, I assume his assistant
could couch in kinder garden if star players not around. point, is to focus to attract somebody close skill wise to Dunkin and
Parker. no coach exist to be successful with roster put by Ferry for 2012-2013 season.

Posted by Dawg-on-guard at 1:35 p.m. May. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

I'm not convinced that Danny Ferry is the man to build a championship team in Atlanta. Larry Drew should leave just because
Ferry threatened his job. X-type management is NOT good for anyone.

Posted by Esquire at 2:25 p.m. May. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

http://tinyurl.com/4ubztww

Worth the Sports trip back in time. 17 minutes, enjoy.
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Posted by pride at 2:32 p.m. May. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

I repeat-bet on Josh Smith and you will lose your money, your job, etc.

Posted by JSSN at 3:07 p.m. May. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

You mean "bet" on Jeff Teague... 

Posted by -sting- at 3:40 p.m. May. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

well do the obvious, hire the man or move on. this balk by df has me very puzzled from the 3rd day after the season ended
and there was only silence on df's part. said so then and still left smdgh.

larry did a good job with old parts, though he had his limits, like developing young talent like his predecessor did. another
prob was saying one thing and doing another. finally the josh factor hurt him as he was as misdirected as always and may
relate back to indecisiveness on ld's part.

all of it added up to, it didnt seem to hurt the w's and l's but would have kept him from going to the next level. he did a good
job, deserves a job and i wish him well. 

time to move on and df should have said just that or rehire him on the spot. how long has the trial gone on? awful df awful.
such a promising and aggressive no looking back start to dropping the ball. go figure. hope it isnt asg hands trying to come
onto the wheel.

Posted by Gopher86 at 5:49 p.m. May. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

If this is not by far one of the most screwed up organizations in professional sports. If they left Atlanta today, nobody would
ever remember any great game they played with the exception of the 1987 series against Boston. Thank Domique Wilkins
for that. Now let Drew go and Coach were he'll be appreciated.

Posted by BuddyGrizzard at 7:07 p.m. May. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

Adrian Wojnarowski: Lakers assistant Steve Clifford has reached an agreement in principle to become the Charlotte coach,
league sources tell Y! Sports. Twitter @WojYahooNBA

Clifford to the Bobcats. I guess MIL job is a two-man race now?
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Posted by VirgilLeonard at 7:21 p.m. May. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

Really doesn't sound like you guys have any faith in Ferry. I'm going to go out on a limb and say he's waiting for Brian Shaw.
Should have been the Lakers coach after all the years under Phil.

Posted by Harpie at 7:55 p.m. May. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

ANYBODY is better than Drew!

Posted by big_lott at 8:29 p.m. May. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

things that budenholzer WOULD DO that larry drew would not do... 

1. pull his starting 5 and put the bench in if the starters are half-azzing it. 
2. sit josh arse down, if he takes an ill advised jumper 4 seconds into the shot clock 
3. have INSIDE OUT play, instead of a jumpshootin' team 

Posted by Rick_James at 9:19 p.m. May. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

@big_lott 

things that budenholzer WOULD DO that larry drew would not do... 

1. pull his starting 5 and put the bench in if the starters are half-azzing it. 
2. sit josh arse down, if he takes an ill advised jumper 4 seconds into the shot clock
3. have INSIDE OUT play, instead of a jumpshootin' team 

Tell us the name of the team in the NBA where did those things as head coach..He's an unproven assistant at San Antonio
not the head coach.You might be confusing he two.Larry Drew is the hotter commodity right now.

Posted by B_D at 7:23 a.m. May. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

If Larry Drew is offered the Milwaukee job and then gets a counter offer from DF and takes it, he is a fool. I give major props
to Larry for taking a team most did not expect to make the playoffs but to also have it as a middle seed. I also give big props
to Larry for allowing and encouraging Jeff Teague to develop.

I do not expect to see Smoove back in a Hawks uniform next year. Given the current amount of money that he has and the
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trades he could make, Danny could put together a team that by mid-season or sooner be a contender for a top seed in the
playoffs. Now, DF gets a chance to show whether he is the right person for the job or not. I expect he will choose either
Budenholzer or Shaw for the next head coach.

Posted by tjhook at 11:33 a.m. May. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

I want Larry Drew to return because he proved that he can manage games. My only concern is what does he plans does he
have for improvement during in game decisions, especially with his front court players.
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